KABLOONA
arrival of a sled provides a spectacle that goes on for two hours.
Even-body is out to watch its progress, and never Breton sailor
nor Xantucket widow stared at incoming ship with a gaze more
intense. For one thing, a sled on the frozen sea is the smallest
object in the world, smaller even than a boat seen from the air as
it crosses the ocean. It is microscopic, and I mean by this that it
is not related to anything human. Its movements, its changes of
position, are perceptible only by the half-hour. Its load may be
iwo or three feet high; its length will be, say, fourteen feet: what
are such dimensions against a sweep of fifty miles? The Eskimo
standing on shore beside you has seen it, of course^ long before
you have seen it. He speaks of it, you raise your telescope, and
you whisper to yourself, 'By Jove! He may be right.' CA sled?*
you say to him; and the rumbling assent comes up out of his
belly, 'A-oo-dlarr (Coming!), with an emphasis of conviction
which itself comes out of his very being. As animals are guided
by the scent, so he knows unquestioningly, intuitively, that this
is a sled. There is an inner quiver of recognition, invisible to the
white man but unmistakable for the man who feels it. You are
free to go back indoors, for that dot will not have grown bigger
in less than half an hour, and it may be two hours before it takes
recognizable shape and is finally discernible as a sled.
With the passing of time you can make out that it is a thing on,
the move, a black object being pulled by an invisible thread,
first across the horizon and then down from horizon towards
where you stand. Probably there are three or four sleds, but as
they all run in the same track, what you see is a single undulat-
ing ribbon of black. Now they pick up speed, they are close
enough for the sharp-eyed natives to tell who the drivers are;
and before you are aware of it they are only two hundred yards
off and have made port.
Of a sudden the camp comes alive. There is a scurrying as if
a giant foot had come down on a human ant-hill. Had Gjoa
Haven been suddenly attacked by an enemy, the agitation
would not be greater. Out of every igloo, like rabbits out of
their holes, tumble and fly children and women. The women
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